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S.I. Bastrukov, M. Di Того. F. Deák. A. Kiss, 2. Seres: Macroscopic dynamics of thermal nuclear 
excitations. KFKI 1989 65/A 

ABSTRACT 

In the framework of long mean-free path approach based on the Landau—Vlasov kinetic 
equation the concept of kinetic temperature as a local dynamical variable of thermal nuclear 
collective motion is formulated In the Fermi drop model the thermal fluid dynamics of the spherical 
nucleus is analyzed in detail. It is shown that in a compressible Fermi liquid the temperature pulses 
propogate In form of spherical wave in phase with the acoustic wave, at any equilibrium temperature 
of the heat bath in which the system is enclosed. The thermal as well as compressional excitations 
are caused by the isotropic harmonic oscillations of the Fermi sphere in momentum space Th'± 
energies of the lowest modes and the nuclear compressibility are calculated and compared wttn 
recent experimental results. 

С И . Баструков, М. Ди Торо, Ф. Деак, А. Киш, 3. Шереш: Макроскопическая динамика 
тепловых возбуждений ядер. KFKI-1989-65/A 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Дается конструктивная формулировка кинетической температуры ядра как динами
ческой переменной теплового коллективного движения нуклонов. Основываясь на бес-
столкновительном уравнении Ландау-Власова, выводится и решается система уравнений 
температурной динамики ядра в модели сжимаемой Ферми-капли. Показано, что тепло
вые и акустические линейные колебания относительно равновесного состояния при гя-
бой температуре последнего всегда совпадают. Рассчитаны энергии нижайших нуль-
звуковых возбуждений. 

BastrukovS.I., Dl Того М., Deák F., Kiss A., Seres 2.: Termikusan gerjesztett magok makroszkopikus 
dinamikája. KFKI 1989 65/A 

KIVONAT 

A dolgozatban a kinetikus hőmérsékletet a termikus mag kollektív változójaként vezetjük be 
a Landau Vlaszov egyenletnek abban a közelítésében, amikor az átlagos szabad úthossz nagy 
A modellben származtatjuk ós megoldjuk a Fermi csepp önkonzlsztens hidrodinamikai egyenletet 
Az elmélet akkor érvényes, ha a mozgások megőrzik a Fermi felület gömbszimmetriáját a rendszer 
bármely egyensúlyi hőmérsékletén Megmutatjuk, hogy a térfogatban keletkező hőmérsékleti zavar 
közvetlen kapcsolatban van az akusztikussal, és azzal szinkron terjed gömbhullám formájában Azt 
találtuk, hogy a gömbszimmetrikus mag legalacsonyabb termikus gerjesztéseit az impulzus térbeni 
Fermi gömb izolrop harmonikus oszcillációi keltik. A modellből kiszámítjuk ezeknek a modusoknak 
az energiáját, valamint a mag kompresszibilitását, és összehasonlítjuk az ismert kísorioti 
eredményekkel. 
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1. Introduction 

During the last few yeais the thermal response of the nucleus is a subject of extensive 
theoretical and experimental investigations. The interest in this area has been stimulated, 
first of all, by building a new generation of accelerators which made possible to create 
highly excited species in essentially non-equilibrium states, i.e. when the collective motions 
in nuclei evolve on the tims scale of the order of relaxation time. There arc several 
problems of the non-equilibrium nuclear dynamics which, up to now, remain to be clarified. 
An important issue is the search for the time's laws of heating up and cooling down an 
individual nucleus as well as a nuclear system produced in heavy-ions collisions. This 
question is closely connected to the investigation of dynamical links between macroscopic 
variables. The latter is necessary to obtain the full description of the spatial and the time 
evolution of thermal perturbations in the system. 

Useful for these purposes arc macroscopic approaches rather thoroughly elaborated 
in plasma physics, namely, the kinetic and the fluid-dynamical ones. As it is known 
the knowledge of the solution of kinetic equation gives complete information about the 
hydrodynainical processes in the system. In other words, the distribution function allows 
to obtain spatial and time evolution of all the fluid-dynamical variables of collective motion. 
However, finding the distribution function from kinetic equations mathematically presents 
a formidable task. Therefore, the preference is more often given to the fluid-dynamical 
schemes. 

In this paper we shall focus on the thermal dynamics of spherical nuclei based on a 
long-mean-free-path approach ' ~ ' ) . To be specific we are interested in temperature evo
lution of the nucleus in the case when the period of local thermodynamical equilibrium 
turns out to be larger than those for possible collective motions. This issue has been, 
partly, discussed in refs. " ' ! ' ) . In Section 2 wc introduce the concept of kinetic tempera
ture as a dynamical variable of the collective motion of the nucleons and derive a closed 
system of equations of thermal fluid-dynamics. In Section 3 using the standard procedure 
of linearizing the fluid-dynamical equations wc study the thermal motions in a compress
ible Fermi-drop when the spherical symmetry of the Fermi-surface in momentum space is 
preserved. In addition the analytical solutions of the obtained equations and some short 
calculations are also presented. The conclusions are summerized in Sect.4. 
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2. Kinetic temperature 

First, we discuss the fluid-dynamical stage of isotropic nuclear collective motions based 
on the slightly non-equilibrium Fermi-gas nuclear model. In this approximation we restrict 
ourselves to the simplest representation of the Landau-Vlasov equation 

0 / ( r , v ,* ) 0 / ( r , v , / ) , 
— y. vk = 0 . \2.l) 
Of 0xk 

This equation describes the coHisionless kinetics of the Fermi-particles in spherical, in
finitely deep potential well with sharp edge 

ü(r) = /-"•' i f r * ? ; (2.2) 
у ос, otherwise. 

This requirement is needod only as a stability condition of the nucleus with respect, to 
external perturbations. On the other hand eq.(2.1) is valid for motions for which the 
effects of shell structure, Coulomb repulsion and surface tension can he ignored. As it is 
well established, this approximation is suitable for the description of giant resonance as a 
linear vibrations of the nuclear surface l - ' ) . For future purposes we shall use the Landau-
Vlasov equation only as starting point to derive the fluid-dynamics in the framework of 
the »»-moments method. In this approach introduction of the local macroscopic variables 
through the YVigner distribution function should be considered as their definition. 

Following the spirit, of rets. ' , г , л ) we normalize the quanta! distribution function / so 
that 

,>(r,/) = m / / ( r . v . f K ' V , (2.3) 

is the nuclear bulk density and in is the nucleoli mass. The k-th component, of the mean 
velocity V(r , I) and the pressure tensor P,k(r, /) are determined as the first and the second 
velocity-moments of the distribution function, respectively 

n - ( r . O - - - ^ - / / ( r , v , r > f c r / : V (2.4) 

and 
Pik(r,t) ± m / / ( r , v, r> , " ' f c ' f4 (2-V! 

or 
Л*(Г,/) = /Уг,г)е,-*. (2.f>) 

The last equation is justifiable only for isotropic collective excitations, which preserve the 
spherical symmetry of the Fermi-sphere. By wk - vk - Vk" in eq. (2.П) we denote the 
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fc-th component of the drift velocity of the nucleon ami Vt° stands for the velocity oi 

equilibrium flow. From eq. (2.3) it is easy to sec that \\° = 0 for the spherical symmetric 

local equilibrium. The energy density of the thermal motion is 

e(r,<) = ~ Jf(r,v,t)w2d\. (2.7) 

In particular, in equilibrium the link between local pressure and density of the thermal 

energy is given by 

£o(r,í) = | p 0 ( r , í ) . (2.8) 

The former relation can be checked either from comparison of eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) or 

by means of direct calculation of the integrals by the equilibrium distribution function. 

For local or global equilibrium the single-particle distribution function - in addition to 

r, v and t - depends also upon the statistical or equilibrium temperature. T. This quantity 

serves as a parameter of the thermodynamical equilibrium between environment and a 

subsystem, in case of a local equilibrium, or between environment a system as a whole for 

a global equilibrium. We stress that the statistical temperature is an external parameter 

of a heat bath where the subsystem or the system is enclosed. Therefore, in the absence of 

thermal equilibrium, the statistical temperature can not be considered as a local variable 

of intranuclear collective motion or as an internal parameter of the system. On the other 

hand the equilibrium temperature is a convenient parameter which allows to trace tin: 

purely statistical distinctions between classical and quanta] equilibrium systems. This 

distinction emerge from the simple analysis of relation (2.8) which is valid for classical and 

for quanta! statistics as well. In case of the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics at zero absolute 

temperature, the inner pressure in the gas and its thermal energy are equal to zero. If 

the Fermi-Dirac statistics is concerned the step-function corresponding to the completely 

degenerated (T -= 0) Fermi-gas yields the finite values of the pressure and thermal energy 

ín eqs. (2.G) and (2.7). To be specific one can write 

4 = lp! = 1 - 4 = 2-8- McV/fm\ (2.0) 
2 о m 

where 

4 = — J 2 " = 33.7.А/сГ, (2.10) 

The Fermi-velocity is extracted from the relation 

A=--\ //(r,v./) f/ ;WV (2.11) 
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I l r rc A is tin? total number of particles in the nucleus which is now a finite isoscaiar Fermi-

system. It is known from the physics of classical liquids l 0 ) tha t together with density 

of t henna l energy (2.9) one can introduce the kinetic temperature as a local macroscopic 

variable of thermal cnUectiiie. motion of the particles. It has to be done in such a way that 

on reaching the local or the global equilibrium the definition of dynamical tempera ture 

must lead t o the correct equation of the local or the global equilibrium s ta te . For perfect 

gas the equat ion of s ta te is 

Pu - —0o- (2.12) 
ni 

T h e n an exact definition of the kinetic t empera tu re of the system through the distribution 

function is given by 

tfr,f) = ^ í / ( r , v , í ) w V » . (2.13) 

Unlike the statist ical t empera ture the kinetic one is a characterist ic of non-equilibrium 

or t ransient s ta tes . This variable is specially introduced to describe the spatial and time 

evolution of the heat in volume of the system. Therefore the kinetic t empera tu re should 

be found only as a solution either of the kinetic equat ion or of the fluid-dynamical ones. 

From cq. (2.13) one may conclude that the kinetic t empera tu re в of the Fermi-system does 

not disappeare even though the equilibrium tempera tu re T of environment goes to zero. 

More precisely it, follows from eq. (2.13) that in the ground s ta te of the Fermi-system in 

which the part icles tenet to populate lowest energy levels, the kinetic t empera tu re equals 

to degeneracy temperature, or the Fe.rmi'temperature ) 

ef = *ff = 13.5,A!cV. (2.14) 
о 

Taking now the sneeesive r-monient of eq. (2.1) we can write the equat ions of self-

consistent macroscopic dynamics for the variables / ) ( r , l ) , V ( r , l ) , and ft(r,t) as follows 

^ + , 4 Ü = 0 , (2.15) 
,.lt. О.ц. 

pqi+±M„o, (2.10. 
at mux к 

,10 2 nVk n , „ . _ , 

fit 3 их к 

where ; £ = , $ + "*7ifc• 
We emphasize again that this system describes the collective motions conserving the 

spherical symmetry of the Fermi sphere during the whole period of the evolution of the 
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nucleus. As a consequence, the third order term in the drift velocity w in eq. (2.17) is 
identically zero 

m 2 r 
9*(M) = "J" / /(r,v,f)wftti»V» = 0. (2.18) 

FVom eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) it follows 

e(r,<) = f ^ 0 ( r , i ) . (2.19) 

The equations (2.15)-(2.17) in term of variables p, V, and с one can rewrite in the form, 
given first in ref. I 2 ) . 

friz--
de 5 dVk 

Our next purpose is to test the correctness of the former definition of the kinetic 
temperature given above and study the nature of the thermal nuclear excitations. 

3. Temperature waves in spherical nuclei 

In classical perfect liquids, at zero equilibrium temperature, all the hydrodynamical 
motions should be damped out. The theory of the Fermi-liquid given rather long ago by 
Landau 1 3 - 1 4 ) establishes that even in completely degenerated Fermi-system, with zero 
equilibium temperature, undamped collective branch or the Mroth sound whould be exist. 
This is the main difference between dynamical behavioar of the qiiantal Fermi-liquid and 
the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann one. It is worthwhile to note that the zero-temperature 
sound has been discovered as a solution of kinetic equation when the problem of linear 
vibrations in slightly non-equilibrium infinite Fermi-system was studied. We show that the 
similar result can be got solving the fluid-dynamical equations {от the kinetic temperature. 

Let us consider the spherical nucleus as a slightly non-equilibrium Fermi-system and 
assume that 

i) in any point the distribution function is local'y Ferrni-Pirac, and 
ii) the density, the average velocity and the kinetic temperature or the density of 

internal thermal energy vary only slowly in space and time. 
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Tbc» for small deviations of the bulk density, mean velocity and kinetic temperature, 
respectively, we can write 

Р=Йо + й', (3.1) 

V = V„ + u, (3.2) 

0=0o + #. (3.3) 

Here ре, Vo = 0, and 0g are the rorres-mnding values in local equilibrium. Relations 
(ЗЛ)-(З.З) linearize tlie system of eqs.(2.15)-(2.17) which can be replaced now as follows 

£•*&-•». (3.4) 

днк 0„ d(i .l*W 
Pa-Z7~ + —•=— + — « — = 0 , (3.5) 

Or m их к m öxfc 
00' 2Л üuk n ,„„, 

It follows from eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) that if the nucleus is incompessiblc i.e. A'iril = 0, 
the thermal pulses ак well as hydrodyiuuuical sounds in the volume of the system will be 
frozen. The latter just mean that the nucleus as a whole is in a global thermal equilibrium. 
In this case the collective spectrum of the Fermi-drop is caused by the vibrations of its 
surface only. For compressible liquid eqs.(3.4) and (3.6) as well as eqs.(2.15) and (2.17) 
lead to the relation 

0p-W = constant. (3.7) 

This is valid in any moment. Equation (3.7) tells that a thermal pulse in the system causes 
compressionol oscillation* and vier, vcr.ia. Indeed, taking the time derivative in eq. (3.6), 
combining the result, with cq. (3.5). and taking into account that p' and 0' are dependent 
through cq. (3.7), we obtain the equation of temperature wave propogation in the nucleus 

S-i^-a (3.8) 
Of2 от 

We note also that a similar procedure leads to the equation of the acoustic wave •) 

SMS*-* 
Consequently, the temperature and acoustic pulses in the Fermi-syetein are just the »nun 
because: 
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i) the denctty and the temperature during the time evolution are related by means cf 
eq. (3.7), and 

ii) acoustic and temperature pulses propoxate synchronously in form of undamped 
spherical troves with the same phase velocity 

1/2 

The last result is well known in the Landau theory of the Fermi-liquid. Recently in 
ref.15 it has been pointed out that equation like (3.8) may be responsible for the heat 

from one nucleus to the other during the amalgamation period of the heavy-ion 

The analogous conclusion comes from eqs.(2.20)-(2.22). Ont; can easely see that 

ep~*f3 = constant. (3.11) 

The equation of the thermal excitations has also a wave's form 

It is worth to note that formally all the obtained equations are valid for the Fermi-
liquid and for the classical one as well. However, if the drop of classical liquid is enclosed in 
a bath with T = 0 then the kinetic temperature 0» or the density of thermal energy £o will 
be equal to zero. Indeed, in the case of thermodymamical equilibrium the relation between 
the kinetic temperature and the statistical one using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 
function is 

0o = *T, (3.13) 

where к is Boltzmann constant. In case of the Fermi-Dirac statistics for the small T this 
relation is 

«"-r'l'-iK?)'*™)- (314) 

Now it is clear that in the Maxwell-Boltzmann liquid, at the absolute zero of the equilibrium 
temperature, any internal hydrodynamical modes will be frozen. On the contrary, for the 
finite as well as for infinite Fermi-system the Landau's zero sound exists. When T ф 0 
ín both Fermi-drop and in classical one, the thermal waves appear as the first sound or 
usual acoustic waves. In other words, in the ideal Fermi-system the temperature waves 
and waves of the density arc just the same at any equilibrium temperature of environment. 
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In order to get the eigencnergics from eqs. (3.9), tlie splicrical symmetric solution 

t?(r,t) = r-^-%jx(knrl (315) 

has to satisfy the boundary condition, according to which the 9 must be disappear r* the 
free surface 

n = JAK\R) = о. (3.1С) 

Here jx stands for the spherical B»-ssel function of Atli order, kH stnnib for the wave's 
number and Я = гаА1'л is tlie radius of the nucleus. One should note that the motions 
regarded here do not lend to tin* multiple distortions of the nuclear surface (see proof in 
rcf. 16). Using the condition (3.1G) we get the cigenfrequeiicrs of thermal waves 

where X\r„ is the r»th zero of the Diesel function j \ . The energy of these excitations nre 

The rompressional modes can be classified by usual quantal muiuVrs: the tnulti|H>linrity 
A, the parity ir = ( - 1 ) A and the number of the state n with given A and x. The exci
tation of the cool nucleus with A = 1) corresponds to breathing harmonic motions of the 
Fermi-sphere. The first root of the Bessel function is A'oi = 3.14. So in the sharp edge 
approximation we obtain for the energy of monopolé excitation 

Е^^у/З^^вОА^^МеУ, (3.19) 

when г© = 1.2, fm. This result agr«*cs well with the known experimental systematica , 7 ) 
and with earlier macroscopic calculations of the energies of giant monopolé resonance in the 
Fermi-drop model ,n-20). The calculation of energy based on realistic density distribution 
is presented in fig.l. The decrease of the curve EA*f3 in region of small mass numbers is 
due to the diffusincss of the nuclear edge. It is interesting to compare this result to tin? 
energy of lowest stable mode of the surface vibrations caused by the quadrupole distortion 
of the Fermi-sphere 1 ' 2 ' e - 7 ) . 

Enrf

t> = > / 2 ^ = 64.7 А~,/ЯМ eV. (3.20) 

The present predictions for the energies of the first dipolc and quadrupole isoscalar com 
prcssiomd giant resonances versus mass number are shown in fig.2. 
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ТЬл velocity of sound waves c3 may be expressed through the parameter compress
ibility *«.„,,,.") 

C' = { m ) ' ( 3 2 1 ) 

Therefore beotHpr is 
Kompr = 15 .9 , A/c V. 

For the coefficient К = 9 6 < r e m p r we have 

К'= 143.1, Л/сГ. 

These values are in в reasonable agreement with microscopical calculations for bcompr in 
the framework theory of nuclear matter 2 I ) for the finite systems. 

4. Summary 

The principal results of the present work are as follows: 
i) In the framework of a long-mean-free-path approach we have introduced the kinetic 

temperature as a local dynamical variable of the thermal intranuclear collective motion and 
derived self-consistent equations of the thermal nuclear iluid-dynamies. The puriwscfuhiess 
and correctness of this concept have been tested by investigation of linear perturbations 
in the spherical nuclei which does not lend to distortion of the »pheriral symmetry of the 
Fermi-surface. 

ii) It Wits shown that the congressional and thermal pulses in the nucleus has the 
same nature and propogate in phase with finite phase velocity г, ~ Ц? in form of spherical 
waves. In other words, the thermal excitations can exist only in the compressible Fermi-
drop at any temperature of the thermodynamic»! equilibrium. The fact that the thermal 
and acoustic excitations are identical is well ' - wn in physics of the condensed state, 
at least, for almost ideal and homogeneous ..quids. We discussed the isoscalar normal 
(non-superfltiid) Fermi-<I:op. The classical examples for separation of the acoustic and 
the temperature waves, so called first, and second sounds respectively, are superfluid Bose-
systcms like *Hc. With the liydrodynamical point of view, the effect of separation of the 
first sound from the second one is described in the two-velocity picture of Tissa-Landau 2 2 ) . 
In ref, 23 these ideas have been applied to the macroscopic desciiption of pair-vibrational 
nuclear states. The microscopic nature of these excitations is explained dctailly in ref. 24. 

iii) We have calculated, without any adjustable parameters the lowest energies of the 
comprcssional or иего-temperature excitations. We have found that the present approach 
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is in reasonable agreement with ihr experiment, nl. least, for the; known inonopolc giant 
resonances. Tliese states are caused by isotropic harmonic oscillations of tlie Fermi-sphere 
in momentum spare. 

We note that the direct cx]>criniental evidences about the thermal evolution of nu
clei have been obtained from the nucleus nucleus collisions at intennediatc energies. For 
instance, the neutron spectra observed at the K500 cyclotron of the MSU 2 5 ) may 1м,* ex-
pUincd reasonably in tlie statistical picture if one accepts that the projectile-like and tin« 
target-like fragments emit the neutrons at different temperatures. Therefore the correct 
definition of the dynamical temperature is dictated not only by a convenience of macro
scopic description of the collective nuclear motions (as, for example, tlie tliermodymainical 
or equilibrium temperature sttrves for the d«rscription tbc statistical properties of the nu
clear spectra), but it is closely related to the olieervablc ]>eculiarities of heating up and 
cooling down of the nuclei. 

The authors яге grntefnl to J. Ncincth, Yn. A. Sniorodinsky, I.N. Mikhailov, Gy. Kluge, 
E.B. Balbutsev, С Ngó and E.H. Yuldashbaeva for useful discussions. One of the authors 
(S.I.K ) wishes to thank the hospitality of the Department of Atomic Physics, Roland 
Eötvös University and Central Research Institute for Physics. 
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D. Fusion and Plasma Physics 
E. Solid Stale Physics 
F. Semiconductor and Bubt)le Memory Physics and Technology 
Q. Nuclear Reactor Physics and Technology 
N. Laboratory, Biomedical and Nuclear Reactor Electronics 
I. Mechanical. Precision Mechanical ami Nuclear Engineering 
J . Analytical and Physical Chemistry 
K. Health Physics 
L. Vfbration Analysis. CAD, CAM 
M. Hardware and Software Development, Computer Applications, Programming 
N. Computer Design, CAMAC. Computer Controlled Measurements 

The complete series or issues discussing one or more of the subjects can be ordered, institutions 
are kindly requested to contact the KFKI Library, individuals the authors 

Tffte and classification of the issues published this year: 

KFKI-1989-01/D Q Kocsis el a!: A possible method for ion temperature measurement by ion sen 
sttrve probes 

KFKI-1989-02/G L Pernor,/к у el a l : tteintj the pressurizer spray line in order to minimize loop 
seal effects (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989-03/E T Csiba et al Propagation of charge density wave voltage noise along a blue 
bronze, Rbir.-iMoOj crystal 

KFKI-1989 04/0 G Baranyai el al Experimental investigation of leakage of safely valves by 
means of acoustic emission defectors (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-198905/A Nguyen Ai Viet ot al Can solitons exist in non linear models constructed by the 
non linear invartanco principle? 

KFKI-1989-06/A Nguyen Ai Viol et al A non linearly invariant Skyrme type model 

KFKM989-07/A Nguyen A» Viel el al. Sialic properties of nucleons in a modified Skyrme model 

KFKM989-06/B Z Perjés Factor structure of the Tomimatsu Sato metrics 

KFKI-1989-09/8 2 Perjés Unitary spinor methods In general relativity 

KFKI-1989-10/Q G Bpranyal et al Refloodlng invesligallons Part I (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989 11/G l Maróli el al Descrlplion of the physical models applied in the COCONT cntic 
(in Hungarian) 



KFICI-ie89-13/e L Maroti et at Operational procedure based on hot spot analysts at the 
WWER 440 type block of Paks Nuclear Power Plant Part III (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1969-14/A Cs Balázs Lessons Irorn a lime dependent model 

KFKI-1989-15/A V.Sh Gogokhia: Quark confinement and dynamical breakdown ot chiral 
symmetry in covariant gauge OCD 

KFKM989-16/A A. Frenkel Spontaneous localizations of the wave function and classical 
behavior 

KFK-1989-17/D S Kálvin et al USX and SX radiation measurement of tokamak plasma by 
MicroChannel Plate 

KFKM989-18/A SI Bastrukov el al Liquid layer model lor non magic nuclei 

KFKM989-19/G E Biro el al Summary of WER 1000 data compiled by CRIP on the basis of 
international cooperation, (in Hungarian) 

KFKM989-20/M M Barbuceanu et al Concurrent refinement of structured objects: a declar 
alive language for knowledge systems programming 

KFKM989-21/C К I Qringauz el at The analysis of the neutral gas measurements near comet 
P/HALLEY based on observations by VEGA 1 

KFK 1-1989-22/A P. Lévai et al A simple expression tor the entropy of a fireball from 
experimental slrange particle ratios 

KFKI-1989-23/M LZs. Varga el al Knowledge based techniques in network management 

KFKI-1989-24/A J Révai Exactly soluble model of a quantum system in external field with 
periodic time dependence 

KFKM989-25/J Sz Vass, T. Torok. Gy Jákli. E Bcrecz Sodium alkylsulphale apparent molar 
volumes in normal and heavy water Connection with micellar structure 

KFKM989-26/A Gy Kluge: On prompt fission neulrons 

KFKH989-27/A S. Krasznovszky, I Wagner: Description of the scaled moments for the 
nondiffractive pp and ppinleracl >ns in the cms energy range 10 900 GeV 

KFKI-1989-28/E D V Sheloput el al Acousto optical properlies of Ge As S glasses and some 
possible applications 

KFK 1-1988-29/0 В Lukács A note on ancient Egyptians' colour vision 

KFK 1-1989-30/G L Szabados et at 7 4% hot leg break without SITs in action (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989-31 'd L Szabados et al 7 4% hot leg break with SITs in action (in Hungarian) 

KFKM989-32/A W Amsovich Quark model and OCD 

KFKM989-33/Q L Szaba<k>» el al Comparison ol experiment! rusults on tho PMK NVH stand 
in case- of 7 •№, hol and coin log breaks (in Hungarian» 



KFKH 989-34/A T Csötgö ot al Fragmentation ol target spectators in ultrarelativistic heavy 
ion collisions 

KFKM989-35/C E Merényi el al: The lancls<:ape ol comet Halley 

KFKH989-36/C К Szegő: Р/НаИеу the model comet, in view of the imaging experiment aboard 
the VEGA spacecralt 

KFKM989-37/K S Dome el al Reliability of real time computing with radiation dala feedback 
at accidental release 

KFKM9e9-38/G,l P Pellionisz el al Inlerpretation of acoustic emission signals to the evalu 
alton of pressure tests (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989-39/G Л Peler Experiments on acoustic emission detectors (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1969-40VA SI Baslrukov el al Fluid dynamics of the nuclear surface Fermi layer 

KFKH969-41/D D Hildebrandl el al Impurity flux collection al the plasma edge ol the 
tokárnak MT 1 

KFKI-1989-42/1 L Cser el al Monte Carlo modelling lor neutron guide losses 

KFt:'-1989-43.'G L Perneczky el al SB LOCA analyses for Paks NPP 7 4% hot leg break 
without Slls in action (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989 44/G L Szabados el al 3 5"/» coki k?g brak wilhoul SITs in action (in Hungarian) 

KFKM989-45/A V Sh Gogokhia Gauge invariant, nonperturbative approach to the infrared 
finite bound slate probiem in QCD 

KFKI-1989-46/Q S Lipcsei el al Studies on vibration of fuel rods I Mechanical models ol 
vibration of fuel rods in PWB;; (in Hungarian) 

KFKM989-47/A P. Lévai el al Entropy content from strange particle ratios in the E802 
experiment 

KFKM 989-48/А А К Holme el al Entropy production in the relativisttc heavy ion collisions 

KFKI-1989-49/A VG Boy к о el al Mini inflation prior to the cosmis confinement traneliion? 

KFKH989-60/J T Pajkossy el al Dllalaiional symmetry, scale Imparlance and the constant 
phase angle impedance of blocking electrodes 

KFKM989-51/J L Nyikos el al Impedance of blocking fractal pore structures 

KFKM989-52/B L Diósi et al On the minimum uncertainty of space time geodesies 

KFKI-1989-63/A T Dollnszky. Strong coupling analogue of the Born series 

KFKI-1989-54/A SI Baslrukov ol al Time evolution of the mass exchange in grazing 
heavy iof. coHteions 

KFKM989-65/B I Horváth ol al Some nolos on siaiionary vacuum space tlmee with 
shearing nofKjoocfcrsic oigenrayr» 



KFKM 989-56/А Т. Csörgő et al.: Two pion correlations from SPACER 

KFKM 989-57/J К Berei et al.: Moderation and absorption effects on hot replacement reactions 
of CL atoms in mixtures of ortho dichlorobenzene and hexafluorobenzene 

KFKM989-58/J Le Huong Quynh el al.: Location of metal atoms on hydrogenases subunits a 
preliminary proton induced X ray emission study 

KFKM999-59/J Le Huong Quynh et al.: Particle induced X ray emission (PIXE) measurement 
of the Cd content in animal tissues 

KFKM 989-60/A F. Glück et a l : Order a radiative corrections for semileptonic decays of 
unpoiarrzed baryons 

KFKM989-61/6 L. Perneczky et al SB LOCA analyses for Paks NPP. 3,5% cold leg break 
without SITs in action (in Hungarian) 

KFKM969-62/M Collection ot scientific papers in collaboration with Joint Institute for Nuclear 
Research, Dubna, USSR and Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary. 
Algorithms and programs for solution of some problems In physics. Sixth volume 

KFKM989-63/M.N Py Papp: Prolocol modelling with Petri Nets (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1989-64/B B. Kämpfer et a l : Phenomenology of cosmic phase transitions 

KFKM989-657A SI. Bastrukov et al Macroscopic dynamics of thermal nuclear excitations 
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